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Abstract Limbs may fail to grow properly during fetal

development, but the extent to which such growth alters the

nervous system has not been extensively explored. Here we

describe the organization of the somatosensory system in a

6-year-old monkey (Macaca radiata) born with a deformed

left foot in comparison to the results from a normal monkey

(Macaca fascicularis). Toes 1, 3, and 5 were missing, but

the proximal parts of toes 2 and 4 were present. We used

anatomical tracers to characterize the patterns of peripheral

input to the spinal cord and brainstem, as well as between

thalamus and cortex. We also determined the somatotopic

organization of primary somatosensory area 3b of both

hemispheres using multiunit electrophysiological record-

ing. Tracers were subcutaneously injected into matching

locations of each foot to reveal their representations within

the lumbar spinal cord, and the gracile nucleus (GrN) of the

brainstem. Tracers injected into the representations of the

toes and plantar pads of cortical area 3b labeled neurons in

the ventroposterior lateral nucleus (VPL) of the thalamus.

Contrary to the orderly arrangement of the foot represen-

tation throughout the lemniscal pathway in the normal

monkey, the plantar representation of the deformed foot

was significantly expanded and intruded into the expected

representations of toes in the spinal cord, GrN, VPL, and

area 3b. We also observed abnormal representation of the

intact foot in the ipsilateral spinal cord and contralateral

area 3b. Thus, congenital malformation influences the

somatotopic representation of the deformed as well as the

intact foot.
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Introduction

As estimated by the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention (2011), each year 1 in 2,500 infants are born with a

malformed extremity in the United States. This so-called

congenital limb deficiency typically involves missing part

of a finger or the absence of an arm(s) or leg(s). The failure

to fully develop a limb may result from either the genetic

arrest of fetal development or environment factors such as

amniotic band constriction or hazardous chemical or radi-

ation exposures during the first gestation trimester (Dy

et al. 2014; Ogino 2007; Goldman 1980). Over the past few

decades, efforts to improve the function and physical

appearance of deficient limbs have resulted in significant

progress (Wall et al. 2013; Gabos 2006). However, we are

still limited in our understanding of how the somatosensory

system is organized and functions in the absence of normal

limb development.

A mainstay of the mammalian somatosensory system is

the systematic and topographic representation of the body

surface along the lemniscal pathway beginning in the

spinal cord and continuing on up to the first cortical target

area, the primary somatosensory cortex (or area 3b in

primates). It is generally thought that development of the

topographic representation of somatosensory input (soma-

totopy), especially in the cortex is shaped by molecular

gradients and refined in the typical Hebbian fashion by

patterns of impulses arising from the periphery during a

critical window of postnatal development (Killackey et al.

1995; Kaas and Catania 2002; Sperry 1963; van der Loos

and Dorfl 1978; Luo and Flanagan 2007; Lokmane et al.
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2013; Hubel and Wiesel 1970; Constantine-Paton and Law

1982). The boundaries of the representations of individual

body parts are thus modulated by the strengths of inputs

and the use of body parts during development and to a

limited extent throughout life (Kaas et al. 2008; Blake et al.

2002; Krubitzer and Dooley 2013). Accordingly, how the

nervous system develops somatotopy at various levels

along the ascending pathway is of interest in the case of

congenital limb deficiency since the brain is never driven

by the inputs from the missing limb, which may alter the

development of somatotopy in the nervous system. The

topic has been briefly explored in human studies by non-

invasive imaging approaches such as electroencephalog-

raphy (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and func-

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques

(Flor et al. 1995, 1998; Montoya et al. 1998; Stoeckel et al.

2005a, b). Nevertheless, the spatial resolution of these

imaging methods did not provide a sufficiently detailed

somatotopic map to resolve the question of whether large-

scale reorganization occurs or not in the somatosensory

system of patients born with limb malformations. Meth-

odological issues further limit research into the alteration

of somatosensory representations at subcortical levels,

including modifications to connections between levels

along the lemniscal pathway.

Here we had the unique opportunity to study the foot

representation at multiple levels of the somatosensory

system in an adult macaque monkey (6 years) born with an

intact right foot but missing toes on the left foot. The

representation of the plantar pads in the spinal cord and

GrN on each side of the body was revealed by subcuta-

neous injections of cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) conju-

gated with horseradish peroxidase (B-HRP) into matching

locations of the feet. Microelectrode recordings were used

to map the foot representation of area 3b in both hemi-

spheres. We then injected CTB and wheat germ agglutinin

horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) into functionally

defined representations of the plantar pads and toes in

cortical area 3b to identify the thalamocortical projections

from VPL. Cytochrome oxidase (CO), Nissl or vesicular

glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2) staining was employed

to reveal the architecture of somatosensory nuclei in the

brainstem and thalamus. This research strategy was repe-

ated in one normal macaque monkey for comparison. Our

primary goal was to determine whether the congenital

absence of toes altered the foot representation along the

lemniscal pathway from spinal cord to cortex. Our second

goal was to see if the failure to fully develop one foot

affected the somatotopy of the lemniscal pathway unilat-

erally or bilaterally, given that the unilateral pathway

interacts callosally in cortex, and that the incomplete

development of one foot may alter the use of the other foot

and thus modify somatosensory connections in a Hebbian

fashion. Given the topography and connectivity of the

somatosensory system in macaques monkeys with (Flor-

ence and Kaas 1995; Pons et al. 1991; Merzenich et al.

1984; Jain et al. 2008; Florence et al. 1996) and without

therapeutic amputations (Nelson et al. 1980; Qi and Kaas

2006; Rausell et al. 1998; Jones 2007; Mayner and Kaas

1986), we compared the scope of reorganization across

groups. Our results demonstrated that congenital foot

malformation resulted in significant reorganization of the

representation of the toes and plantar pads along the

somatosensory pathway. Alterations not only occurred in

the ipsilateral spinal cord, GrN, and contralateral thalamus

and cortex that represent the deformed foot, but also in the

spinal cord and cortex representing the intact foot.

Materials and methods

One long-tailed macaque (Macaca fascicularis; MM-N)

and one bonnet macaque monkey (Macaca radiata; MM-

D) were used in this study. Previous studies have not

revealed notable differences in the somatotopic organiza-

tion in the thalamus and area 3b in these two species

(Nelson and Kaas 1981; Nelson et al. 1980; Padberg and

Krubitzer 2006; Jones and Friedman 1982). MM-D was

born with a deformed left foot (Fig. 1; Hendrickx and

Prahalada 1986). Toes 1, 3, and 5 were absent but the

Fig. 1 Drawings made from photographs of a macaque monkey with

a congenitally deformed foot (MM-D) show the structure of the

glabrous surface of the feet. The foot on the right side was normal in

appearance with intact toes 1–5 and plantar pads. Toe webs were

present between the toes (gray shading). On the left foot, toes 1, 3,

and 5 were congenitally absent but the most proximal nubs of toes 2

and 4 and the plantar pad remained intact. T1–T5 toes 1–5, P2–P4

plantar pads 2–4, PH hypothenar pad, PIs insular plantar pads, PTH

thenar pad
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proximal portions of toes 2 and 4 and the plantar pads

remained intact. Toes 1–5 and the plantar pads on the right

foot appeared normal. All animal care and surgical pro-

cedures were performed in accordance with the Guide for

the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals established by

National Institutes of Health and approved by the Animal

Care and Use Committee of Vanderbilt University.

Subcutaneous tracer injections

Animals were sedated by an intramuscular (IM) injection

of ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg) and transitioned to

the inhaled anesthetic isoflurane (1–2 %) in oxygen. We

injected a transganglionic tracer, B-HRP (0.2 % in distilled

H2O, List Biological), into the plantar pad 3 (P3) and

thenar pad (PTH) of both feet. Injections of 5 ll of B-HRP

solution were made twice at each location. Five days were

allowed for tracer transportation before a terminal mapping

procedure.

Terminal microelectrode mapping and tracer injections

Surgical procedures

The animal was initially tranquilized with an injection of

ketamine hydrochloride (10–25 mg/kg) and the anesthesia

was maintained at a surgical level with 1–3 % isoflurane.

While fully anesthetized, animals were placed on the ste-

reotaxic apparatus. Vital signs including heart rate, blood

pressure, respiration rate, expiration CO2, arterial O2 sat-

uration, and body temperature were monitored throughout

the procedure. Bilateral craniotomies were performed over

the parietal cortex to expose the foot representations in area

3b, which is directly adjacent to the central sulcus on the

brain surface and extends medially into the longitudinal

fissure in macaque monkeys (Nelson et al. 1980). The dura

was removed for microelectrode penetrations. A print of an

enlarged photo of the exposed brain surface was used to

guide and record the sites of microelectrode penetrations

and tracer injections.

Multiunit microelectrode mapping and tracer injections

Transition between inhaled isoflurane (1–2 %) and intra-

venous infusion of ketamine hydrochloride (12 mg/kg/h)

occurred immediately prior to electrophysiological

recording. Xylazine (0.4 mg/kg, IM) was given as needed.

Previous studies in macaque monkeys (Nelson et al. 1980)

guided our mapping. Area 3b adjoins the rostral area 3a

and the caudal area 1 with reversals of body representa-

tions. The borders of area 3b were also determined based

upon the neuron’s receptive field using standard mapping

methods such as lightly touching with fine probes,

brushing, and tapping. Neurons in area 3b have small,

discrete receptive fields and are sensitive to low threshold,

cutaneous stimulation. Area 3a neurons are distinguished

by a tendency to respond to tapping and muscle or joint

manipulations. A low-impedance tungsten microelectrode

(1 MX) was lowered perpendicularly through the cortical

surface to a depth of 650 lm where the middle layers of

cortex were located to map receptive fields. This electrode

placement strategy was repeated every 350–500 lm

across the surface of the brain to obtain the foot repre-

sentations of area 3b in parietal cortex of both hemi-

spheres. Somatotopic maps of the lateral surface of

parietal cortex were first determined for the purpose of

tracer injections. Two neuroanatomical tracers including

WGA-HRP (1 % in distilled H2O; Vector Laboratories,

Burlingame, CA, USA) and CTB (Sigma, St. Louis, MO,

USA) were used. All injections were made with 1-ll

Hamilton Syringes outfitted with glass pipettes drawn to

fine tips (25–50 lm). To ensure tracers involved the

granular cortical layers, which receive feedforward pro-

jections from the thalamus, one injection was placed at a

depth of 800 lm, and a second injection was placed at

600 lm. Micropipettes were kept in position for 2–5 min

after each injection to minimize backflow. After tracers

were deposited, the exposed brain surfaces were protected

with a thin layer of silicon oil for the remaining elec-

trophysiological mapping.

In addition to the recordings on the lateral surface of the

parietal cortex, microelectrodes were lowered for deep

penetrations in the medial walls of the longitudinal fissure

to map the medial aspect of the foot representations. The

receptive fields were systematically determined every

300 lm (depth) until no responses to lower limbs were

detected. Finally, we marked the borders of area 3b by

small electrolytic lesions identifiable after post-mortem

tissue processing.

Perfusion and histology

At the conclusion of mapping, animals were deeply anes-

thetized with a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital

(120 mg/kg). Perfusion was initiated through the ascending

aorta with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and

continued with 4 % paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer

and 10 % sucrose in fixative. The brain and spinal cord

were extracted and immersed in 30 % sucrose in PBS

overnight at 4 �C for cryoprotection. The brain was cut in

the coronal plane at a thickness of 50 lm and the spinal

cord was cut in the horizontal plane at a thickness of 40 lm

on a freezing microtome.

Sections were saved in series for different histological

purposes. From the first block of sections, including

bilateral neocortex and thalamus, two series were
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processed with standard immunohistochemical procedures

for CTB (Angelucci et al. 1996) and WGA-HRP with

3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB; Gibson et al. 1984) to

reveal cortical projection neurons in the thalamus. One set

of the brainstem and spinal cord sections were processed

with TMB reaction to visualize labeled plantar afferents in

the spinal cord and the GrN. Tissue was processed for CO

and Nissl staining in two separate series to reveal cortical

and thalamic architectures as previously described (Qi

et al. 2011b; Wong-Riley 1979). The sections processed for

the VGLUT2 used a mouse monoclonal anti-VGLUT2

primary antibody (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), which

was characterized in previous publications (Balaram et al.

2013; Liao et al. 2013).

Data analysis

Measures of labeled plantar afferents

We examined the labeled profiles resulting from tracer

injections using an upright bright/darkfield microscope

(Nikon E800 microscope) outfitted with a Nikon DXM

1200 camera. The labeled profiles were imaged and

imported to Adobe Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems, San

Jose, CA, USA) for brightness and contrast adjustment.

Subcutaneous injections of B-HRP into P3 and PTH on

both feet revealed how the plantar afferents terminate in

the GrN through the lumbar spinal cord.

Photomicrographs of the B-HRP-labeled profiles were

taken under the same lighting using darkfield microscopy,

and then converted to 8-bit gray scale images for mea-

surement. The ImageJ 64 program (National Institutions of

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) was used to analyze the

labeled areas and optical densities between two sides in the

spinal cord and brainstem from a series of sections within

one monkey (see p. 13664 in Materials and method by Qi

et al. 2011a). The purpose of the statistical comparison was

to support the visual evidence that the labeled regions are

or are not different between the two sides in the same

animal and not to make inferences about a population of

macaque monkeys. In brief, after converting each image to

grayscale, the threshold was adjusted to appropriately

select the B-HRP-labeled foci across rostrocaudal sections.

The area of the B-HRP-labeled field was calculated by

converting the total number of labeled pixels into square

millimeters. The depth of staining intensity (the grayscale

value corresponding to the optical density) was normalized

into percentages (0–100 %) to facilitate comparison

between cases. The areas and optical densities of the

B-HRP-labeled regions in the spinal cord and brainstem on

the two sides were statistically compared using the Wil-

coxon matched-pairs signed-rank test (GraphPad InStat

software). Values of P \ 0.05 were considered statistically

significant. Data are reported as mean ± standard error of

the mean (SEM).

Distribution of thalamocortical projection neurons

We examined the distributions of labeled neurons in the

VPL from injections to the representations of the toes and

plantar pads in cortical area 3b. The locations of WGA-

HRP- and CTB-labeled neurons in the VPL were plotted

using the Neurolucida system (MBF Bioscience, Williston,

VT, USA). Special care was taken to mark blood vessels,

anatomical landmarks, and electrolytic lesions for the

alignment of plots and architectures in adjacent CO,

VGLUT2, CTB, and WGA-HRP sections in Adobe Illus-

trator CS6.

Foot representations in the cortex

Based on the receptive fields and response modalities

identified by the electrophysiological recordings, the foot

representation in the cortex was reconstructed in Adobe

Illustrator CS6. In short, we scanned and imported the

printed photo of the exposed cortex that was marked with

locations of microelectrode penetrations to the Adobe

Illustrator and reconstructed the map accordingly. The

recording sites of the deep penetrations along the medial

wall of the cerebral hemisphere were reconstructed based

on the depths recorded during the electrophysiological

mapping.

Results

In the present study, we identified the somatotopic orga-

nization of representations of both feet at multiple levels

along the lemniscal pathway in a macaque monkey that

was born with one normal appearing foot, and one foot for

which toes failed to develop (Fig. 1). In order to facilitate

this comparison, we described the representations of the

glabrous foot at individual levels in a normal monkey

(MM-N) and in the monkey with a congenital foot defi-

ciency (MM-D). Anatomical tracing and electrophysio-

logical mapping were used to reveal the foot

representations in the spinal cord, dorsal column nuclei,

thalamus, and cortex on both sides of the nervous system.

Spinal cord

The spinal cord is the first station where sensory afferents

enter the central nervous system. Some of the primary

afferents form synapses on the second-order spinal neu-

rons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and other fibers

travel in the dorsal columns and terminate in the
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brainstem (Abraira and Ginty 2013; Willis 2008). In

previous studies, we have demonstrated that subcutaneous

injections of tracers into the matching locations of the two

hands produced foci of labeled axon terminals on both

sides of the spinal cord in a symmetric and comparable

pattern in monkeys (Qi et al. 2011a, 2013, 2014b), sug-

gesting that the somatotopic organization is similar in the

spinal cord on both sides. To compare the plantar pro-

jections in the spinal cord on the two sides, we injected

the same amounts of B-HRP to matching locations on P3

and PTH in both feet of each animal and then sectioned

the lumbar region of the spinal cord in a horizontal plane.

In the normal monkey MM-N, two dense and widely

separated patches of labeled axonal terminals were pres-

ent along the most medial aspects of the spinal cord gray

matter on each side (Fig. 2a). The B-HRP-labeled fields

extended dorsoventrally about 250 lm within the dorsal

horn on both sides. Although B-HRP was injected into

matching locations on each foot, labeled loci were not

within perfectly symmetrical rostrocaudal domains of the

spinal cord; the loci of labeled cells on the right side were

slightly more rostral than the labeled cells on the left side.

Such slight differences in the level of peripheral nerve

inputs to the dorsal horn indicate that some variability

may occur naturally in normal monkeys (e.g. Florence

et al. 1988). Plots of four consecutive sections from the

Fig. 2 Axonal terminations in the spinal cord labeled by subcutane-

ous injections of cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) conjugated with

horseradish peroxidase (B-HRP) in matching locations of P3 and PTH

in both feet of a normal macaque monkey (MM-N) are similar.

a Dark-field photomicrograph of one horizontal section shows the

B-HRP-labeled terminals (arrows) in the dorsal horn gray matter of

lumbar spinal cord. Two dense and widely separated patches of

labeled axonal terminals are arranged along the medial regions of

spinal cord on the two sides. b Alignment of plots of four consecutive

sections shows the B-HRP-labeled fields in the dorsal horn gray

matter on the two sides of spinal cord are similar in size and intensity.

c Bar graphs show the area of B-HRP-labeled fields in the dorsal horn

of spinal cord on the two sides across the four sections. The values

obtained from quantitative measurement using ImageJ64 (0.5 mm2

left side, 0.6 mm2 right side) did not show significant differences in

the extent of labeled fields in the spinal cord on the two sides

(P = 0.625; Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test). d Curve

diagram showing that the percentages of relative intensities of labeled

pixels in the spinal cord on each side are similar (P = 0.571 by

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test). C caudal, R rostral. Scale

bar in a is 1 mm
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B-HRP series containing the dorsal horn of the spinal

cord were overlaid in Fig. 2b to show how similar the

labeled fields were in terms of the size of the loci and the

intensity on both sides. To quantitatively evaluate whether

the plantar projections from both feet terminated in the

spinal cord in a similar pattern, we analyzed the area and

optical density of B-HRP-labeled terminal fields on each

side across adjacent sections using ImageJ64 (Fig. 2c).

The areas of each of the B-HRP-labeled fields were

similar: 0.5 mm2 on the left side and 0.6 mm2 on the

right side. No significant differences were detected in the

area (P = 0.625) or optical densities (P = 0.571) of the

B-HRP-labeled fields of the both sides.

The same strategy was used to examine the plantar

projections to the spinal cord of the monkey with the

deformed foot, MM-D (Fig. 3). The B-HRP injections in

P3 and PTH of the intact foot formed three patches of

labeled terminals along the most medial region of the

spinal cord gray matter on the right side. Sparse amounts of

B-HRP-labeled terminals were noted between the patches

(Fig. 3b). Thus, the sensory projections to the dorsal horn

from the normal appearing foot in this case were more

spread out than in normal monkeys. The matched B-HRP

injections in the deformed foot labeled one dense patch

rostrally and two closely arranged patches caudally in the

spinal cord. The three patches fused and expanded

Fig. 3 Axonal terminations in the spinal cord labeled by subcutane-

ous B-HRP injections in matching locations of P3 and PTH in both

feet of a macaque monkey with a congenitally deformed left foot

(MM-D) differ on the two sides and from the normal pattern. a Dark-

field photomicrograph of one horizontal section shows the B-HRP-

labeled terminals in the dorsal horn of lumbar spinal cord. Three

labeled patches were apparent along the medial aspect of the spinal

cord grey matter on the right side, where represents the normal

appearing foot. The matching injections in the deformed foot labeled

one dense patch rostrally and two closely arranged patches caudally

on the left side. b Alignment of plots of four consecutive sections

shows that the B-HRP-labeled patches in the dorsal horn gray matter

on the two sides fused rostrocaudally. The labeled fields on the left

side expanded rostrocaudally and laterally when compared to the

right side. c Bar graphs show the areal extents of B-HRP-labeled

fields in the dorsal horn of spinal cord on the two sides across ten

sections. The total labeled area is 3.2 mm2 on the left side and

1.5 mm2 on the right side. The extent of B-HRP-labeled terminals is

significantly expanded on the left side (*P = 0.002). d Curve diagram

shows that the percentages of relative intensities of labeled pixels in

the spinal cord on the two sides are similar (P = 0.3223). Scale bar in

a is 1 mm
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rostrocaudally and laterally when compared to the labeled

patches on the contralateral side. Thus, the B-HRP-labeled

axons extended dorsoventrally about 750 lm on the left

side for the deformed foot and about 650 lm on the right

side for the normal appearing foot. Quantification of the

area and optical density of the B-HRP-labeled patterns of

axon terminals in the spinal cord on both sides revealed

that the labeled area on the left side (3.2 mm2 in total) was

significantly larger than the labeled area on the right

(1.5 mm2 in total; P = 0.002), while the labeled optical

densities were statistically indistinguishable (P = 0.3223;

Fig. 3c, d).

In summary, the results indicate that the distributions of

inputs from the plantar area of the foot were abnormal in

both the deformed foot with missing toes and the normal-

appearing foot in case MM-D. The inputs from the PTH

and P3 were segregated on both sides of the spinal cord in

the normal monkey, MM-N, while they were spread out

and nearly continuous on each side of the spinal cord in the

monkey with a deformed foot, MM-D. However, the

widespread distributions of inputs were greater from the

deformed foot.

Brainstem

In normal monkeys, the GrN contains dark CO patches that

correspond to cellular aggregations receiving projections

from individual subdivisions of the foot (Qi and Kaas 2006).

The glabrous toes are represented from the tibial toe 1 to the

fibular toe 5 in a ventral to dorsal series of CO patterns close

to the medial margin of GrN, while the plantar pads follow in

a matching but more medial sequence of patterns, with that

from PTH ventral to P3. A narrow most medial portion of

GrN, sometimes described as a separate nucleus, represents

the tail. The most lateral parts of GrN are devoted to the

ankle, and lower and then upper leg.

Some of these aspects of GrN organization are shown

for our normal monkey in Fig. 4. The patchy appearance of

GrN and the adjoining cuneate nucleus, CuN, is shown in

Fig. 4a, where the GrN on the right is slightly more rostral

than the GrN on the left. On each side the expected location

for the representations of toes is outlined, and as PTH and

P3 of the plantar foot were injected with B-HRP in this

monkey, label was transported to the expected locations in

GrN next to the representations of toes with the label from

PTH ventral (on the right) and lateral (on the left) to the

label from P3. Other aspects of the normal organization of

GrN are illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, the locations of the

labeled axon terminals in GrN are shown for a series of

sections from 0.9 mm caudal to the obex to 0.1 mm rostral

to the obex, thus covering most of the length of GrN. In

these sections, two or more patches of labeled axons are

visible, with the more ventral patches for PTH and the

more dorsal patches for P3. Our quantification of the areal

extents of the labeled patches (Fig. 5b) indicates that the

overall amount and the rostrocaudal distributions of label

were similar on both sides, with most of the label in the

middle sections. The more caudal extension of the labeled

pattern for the left GrN, together with the more rostral

extensions of the patterns for the right GrN is consistent

with the histological evidence (Fig. 4a) that the left nucleus

was slightly more caudal than the right nucleus in each

section. Also, we found that the distribution of the relative

intensities of labeled patterns was very similar for both

gracile nuclei (Fig. 5c). We conclude that the injections on

Fig. 4 Photomicrographs of a normal macaque monkey (MM-N)

illustrate typical topographic organization of the foot representation in

the gracile nucleus (GrN). a Photomicrograph of a coronal section

reacted for cytochrome oxidase (CO) shows the CO-cluster patterns in

the GrN. The CO-dense patches (dashed outline) in the medioventral

region correspond to the representations of toes and in the lateral

region correspond to the representations of plantar pads, with the PTH

ventral to P3 (see Qi and Kaas 2006). b Dark-field photomicrograph

of the adjacent section shows axonal terminations (arrowheads) in the

GrN after B-HRP was injected into matching locations of P3 and PTH

in both feet. c Alignment of the two adjacent sections shows the

locations of B-HRP-labeled terminations (blue shading) overlapping

the architectural structure revealed by CO. The label from P3 and

PTH injections are next to the CO-dense patches representing the toes

(gray shading) with the label from PTH ventral (on the right) and

lateral (on the left) to the label from P3. CuN cuneate nucleus, GrN

gracile nucleus. Scale bar in a is 1 mm and applies to a–c
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both feet were similar and that the foci transported label in

GrN were similar on both sides.

In monkey MM-D with the deformed left foot, the GrN

appeared to be somewhat abnormal on both sides of the

brainstem. In brain sections processed for CO (Fig. 6a), the

pattern of CO-dense clusters less clearly matched the

normal patterns seen in case MM-N, and appeared to be

disordered and different on the two sides. The arrangement

of VGLUT2-dense patches, which reflect the terminations

of dorsal column afferents (Liao et al. 2013), also showed

these differences. In the right GrN, with inputs from a

normal appearing foot, multiple patches of labeled axons

were apparent in approximately normal dorsal and ventral

locations for the P3 and PTH injections, respectively

(Fig. 6c, d). These patches rotated slightly in caudal GrN

(Fig. 7). Labeled patches of axons in roughly these two

locations were also apparent in the left GrN, the side cor-

responding to the deformed foot without toes (Fig. 6).

However, the dorsal patch region, presumptively for P3,

contained several small patches, and was more spread out

than expected, while the more ventral PTH patch was

larger than expected. The P3 patch rotated ventrally in

caudal GrN (Fig. 7). As in the normal monkey, the labeled

patterns of terminations occupied a smaller area caudally in

GrN, and a larger area near the obex (Fig. 7). The patterns

of label for the left deformed foot were larger overall than

Fig. 5 Axonal terminations in the GrN labeled by subcutaneous

B-HRP injections in P3 and PTH on both feet of a normal macaque

monkey (MM-N) show typical topographic organization through the

rostrocaudal extent of the GrN. a Dark-field photomicrographs of

coronal sections show the B-HRP-labeled terminals (arrowheads) in

the GrN on the two sides. The B-HRP-labeled patches slightly rotated

along the rostrocaudal extent of the nucleus with the ventral and

medial patches for PTH and the more dorsal patches for P3. b Bar

graphs show the areal extents of B-HRP-labeled fields in the GrN on

the two sides across the rostrocaudal series of sections. The total

labeled areal size is 0.18 mm2 on the left side and 0.20 mm2 on the

right side, and no significant differences in the extents of B-HRP-

labeled fields were detected in the two sides of gracile nuclei

(P = 0.1133). c Curve diagram shows that the percentages of the

relative intensities of labeled pixels in the GrN on the two sides are

similar (P = 0.8652). Scale bar in a is 1 mm
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those for the normal appearing foot, suggesting a greater

spread of the terminals (Fig. 7b). The relative intensities of

labeled patterns were similar on both sides (Fig. 7c) and

not that much different from those for the normal monkey

(Fig. 5c).

The arrangement and extent of foci of labeled axon

terminals in GrN after the PTH and P3 injections in the feet

of the two monkeys can be more easily compared in Fig. 8

when the sections through the left GrN are reversed to

match the orientations of the right GrN. In the normal GrN,

each of the two injections produced several small, closely

aligned patches in most sections. Tentatively, we can align

one group of patching to the PTH injection and the other

group to the P3 injection. Because two closely spaced

injections were placed in each pad, this might account for

some, but not all of the patchy arrangement (Qi and Kaas

2006). Also there may be more divergence and conver-

gence of inputs for some clusters of neurons in GrN than

others, especially more rostrally in the nucleus near the

obex. The more medial and ventral patches likely corre-

spond to the PTH injections. The injections in the

deformed foot with missing toes were also placed in PTH

and P3, but the spread of labeled patches of terminals was

clearly greater than in the normal monkey, especially near

the obex, and some of this spread likely included the part of

GrN that normally represents the toes. Yet some topogra-

phy in the projection pattern seems to be preserved. The

injections in the normal-appearing foot of MM-D produced

patches of labeled axons that were more normal in distri-

bution, but they also seemed more scattered than expected,

possibly overlapping the toe representational territory

medially in GrN, and laterally near the obex into possibly

lower leg and ankle territory.

In summary, in all four nuclei, the PTH and P3

injections labeled several patches of labeled axon termi-

nals, making a precise identification of the assignment of

patches to skin territories somewhat uncertain, but a

comparison with previous results (Qi and Kaas 2006)

would suggest that more medioventral patches resulted

from the PTH injections in the normal monkey. The label

for the deformed foot was more widely distributed, pro-

viding evidence that terminals included parts of GrN

normally devoted to toes and possibly other parts of the

nucleus. The projections from the normally appearing foot

were overall more normal in appearance, but they

appeared to be somewhat more widespread within the

nucleus.

Thalamus

The ventroposterior nucleus of the somatosensory thala-

mus relays inputs from the contralateral dorsal column-

trigeminal complex to primary somatosensory cortex

Fig. 6 Photomicrographs of a macaque monkey with a deformed foot

(MM-D) illustrate abnormal topographic organization of the foot

representation in the GrN. Photomicrographs of adjacent coronal

sections reacted for CO (a) and vesicular glutamate transporter 2

(VGLUT2; b) show the architectural structure in the GrN. The CO-

and VGLUT2-dense patches in the medial region of the GrN

corresponding to the representations of the toes are apparent on the

right side (dashed outline) but appear to be not obvious on the left

side. The patches in the lateral region of GrN on the two sides

correspond to the representations of the plantar pads. c Dark-field

photomicrograph of the adjacent section shows the axonal termina-

tions (arrowheads) after B-HRP was injected into matching locations

of the P3 and PTH in both feet. Several patches of B-HRP-labeled

terminals are in dorsolateral and ventromedial locations, respectively,

for P3 and PTH on the two sides, but the B-HRP-labeled fields are

more widely distributed and occupy an overall larger area on the left

side. d Superimposing the B-HRP-labeled section and the adjacent

VGLUT2 section shows the locations of B-HRP terminations (blue

shading) overlapping the VGLUT2-revealed architecture. Note that

the B-HRP-labeled terminals on the right side are scarcely overlap-

ping VGLUT2-dense ovals representing the toes, whereas the labeled

terminals on the left side expand into the medial aspect of GrN,

overlapping the matching location for toes. Scale bar in a is 1 mm

and applies to a–c
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(area 3b) in a topographic manner. The nucleus has two

traditional subnuclei, the VPL for the lower body, and the

ventroposterior medial subnucleus (VPM) for the face

and head. Based on the thalamocortical connections,

neurons projecting to the foot representation of area 3b

are located in the lateral subdivision of the VPL (Lin

et al. 1979; Jones et al. 1979; Whitsel et al. 1978; Kievit

and Kuypers 1975; Nelson and Kaas 1981). The repre-

sentations of toe tips are largely ventral in the VPL,

where they are in a mediolateral sequence of toes 1–5

(Kaas et al. 1984). The representation of the proximal leg

is dorsal and caudal in the VPL.

Normal foot in VPL

To reveal the representation of the toes and plantar foot in

VPL in a normal monkey (MM-N), we injected retrograde

tracers into representations of toes and plantar pads in area

3b. WGA-HRP was injected in cortex representing toes 3

and 4 of area 3b of the left cerebral hemisphere and the

representation of toe 3 of area 3b of the right cerebral

hemisphere after these representations were identified with

microelectrode recordings (Fig. 9). The CTB injections

involved the representations of plantar pads of the foot,

mainly PTH, in each hemisphere. CTB or WGA-HRP

Fig. 7 Axonal terminations in the GrN labeled by subcutaneous

B-HRP injections in P3 and PTH on both feet of a macaque monkey

with a deformed left foot (MM-D) show abnormal topographic

organization through the rostrocaudal extent of the GrN. a Dark-field

photomicrographs of coronal sections show the B-HRP-labeled

terminals (arrowheads) in the left and right gracile nuclei. Two or

more patches of the B-HRP-labeled terminals are in the medioventral

and lateral locations on the two sides along the rostrocaudal series of

sections. The B-HRP-labeled fields on the left side are expanded and

more distributed overall, especially near the obex. c Bar graphs show

the areal extents of B-HRP-labeled fields in the GrN on the two sides

across the rostrocaudal series of sections. The total labeled areal size

is 1.8 mm2 on the left side and 1.0 mm2 on the right side. The extent

of B-HRP-labeled fields is significantly expanded in the left GrN

(*P \ 0.0001). d Curve diagram shows that the percentages of the

relative intensities of labeled pixels in the gracile nuclei on the two

sides are similar (P = 0.5566). Scale bar in a is 1 mm
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retrogradely labeled neurons in the thalamus that were

related to the hindlimb partition of VPL in coronal sections

processed for CO (Fig. 10a–d). Some of the more dorsal of

the WGA-HRP labeled neurons in VPL of the left hemi-

sphere could have reflected a slight involvement of the

injection core in the representation of P3. The results from

the two hemispheres revealed that the representations of the

plantar pads are largely dorsomedial and somewhat caudal to

the representations of the toes in VPL of normal monkeys

(Fig. 10e). In a previous study, somewhat larger injections of

the representations of toes or plantar foot in area 3b of

macaques produced similar results (Nelson and Kaas 1981).

Normal foot in VPL of abnormal monkey

Similarly, in area 3b of the left hemisphere in MM-D,

WGA-HRP was injected into the representation of the toes,

and CTB was injected into the representation of the insular

plantar pads (PIs) (MM-D; Fig. 11). The labeled neurons

were in the lateral ‘‘hindlimb’’ subnucleus of VPL, as

expected, with those from the injection in toe cortex rostral

and ventral to those from the injection in plantar pad cortex

(Fig. 12). No clear difference in the organization of the

foot representation in VPL was obvious from the labeled

connections in the normal monkey.

Abnormal foot in VPL of abnormal monkey

In area 3b of the right hemisphere in MM-D, CTB was

injected into the PIs representation similar to how it was

placed in the left hemisphere (Fig. 11). The labeled neu-

rons were again in the ‘‘hindlimb’’ subnucleus in approx-

imately the expected locations for the representation of the

plantar pads, but the foci of labeled neurons extended more

ventrally into regions expected to represent toes (Fig. 12),

suggestive of altered somatotopy in VPL.

In summary, the patterns of thalamocortical connections

were similar in both hemispheres in the normal monkey,

and in the left hemisphere contralateral to the intact foot of

the deformed monkey. The more ventral extension of the

labeled neurons in the right hemisphere related to the

deformed foot is consistent with the possibility that neu-

rons in the former toe territory of VPL projected to cortex

representing the plantar pads.

Cortex

The primary somatosensory area 3b in the macaque monkey

is composed of the cutaneous representations of face, fore-

limb, trunk, and hindlimb in a lateral to medial order (Nelson

et al. 1980). In the normal monkey, MM-N, we found the

representation of glabrous foot was largely consistent with

earlier findings using electrophysiological mapping methods

(Fig. 13). The foot representation of area 3b is located on the

dorsal surface of the anterior parietal cortex and extends into

the medial wall of the cerebral hemisphere (Fig. 13a). When

the microelectrode recordings progressed from lateral to

medial, the knee and lower leg representations were first

identified followed by representations from tibial to fibular

foot. For example, the representations of glabrous toes 1–5

were arranged in a lateral to medial sequence along the

rostral aspect of area 3b (Fig. 13b-a0). The distal to proximal

compartments of plantar representations, commencing with

the P2 and P3 to the PIs and PTH, were sequentially identi-

fied caudal to the toe representations (Fig. 13b-b0). The

caudal area 1 adjoins the area 3b with a reversal of the foot

representation (Nelson et al. 1980). Deep in the medial wall

of the parietal cortex, the representations of ankle, lower leg,

and knee were sequentially found in both areas 3b and 1

(Fig. 13). Area 3a, just rostral to area 3b, is less responsive to

cutaneous stimulation, but it was partly mapped to reveal the

expected somatotopy in parallel with that of area 3b.

In the abnormal monkey with a deformed left foot, MM-

D, we mapped the foot representations in area 3b of the two

hemispheres. The mapping in the left area 3b representing

the right, physically intact foot revealed a representation

with both normal and abnormal features (Fig. 14). We

identified the plantar pads including the heel, PTH, PH, PIs,

and P2 on the dorsal surface of parietal cortex as expected.

The toes were represented rostral and medial to the plantar

pads, extending into the medial wall of the longitudinal fis-

sure. Although the representations changed from the tibial to

fibular sides when the microelectrode was moved toward the

midline on the lateral surface, we found that representation of

the glabrous skin and the dorsal parts of toes 1–5 were

irregular and disorderly on the medial surface of area 3b (see

example in Fig. 14b-a0). The representation of the plantar

pads, which were expected to be located caudal to the toes in

area 3b, was instead intermingled with that of the toes.

However, the representations of ankle, knee, leg, and thigh

were encountered as expected when the recording sites were

deeper than the foot representation in the cortex of medial

wall. In addition, the expected reversal of somatotopy of

plantar representations in areas 3b and 1 was observed

(Fig. 14b-b0). The receptive fields shifted from the distal toes

to the proximal plantar pads in area 3b, and reversed to the

plantar pads and toes in area 1, as the microelectrode

recordings progressed from rostral to caudal.

Finally, we investigated the representation of the

deformed left foot in the right area 3b of monkey MM-D

(Fig. 15). The left foot did not have toes 1, 3, and 5, but the

most proximal bits of toes 2 and 4, and the plantar pads

remained intact. The microelectrode mapping revealed that

most neurons in the expected foot representation of area 3b

responded to the plantar pad stimulation in a somatotopic

manner. We identified the representation of the remaining
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glabrous skin of toe 2 in a normal location in the rostral

aspect of area 3b on the lateral surface of parietal cortex.

However, the representation of distal plantar pads, P2 to P4,

expanded to the rostral border of area 3b surrounding the

representation of toe 2. The representation of the remaining

bit of proximal toe 4 was occasionally encountered adjacent

to the representations of the distal pads. In general, the

topographic organization of the plantar pads in area 3b was

consistent with the foot representation in normal animals.

The representations of pads from tibial to fibular were

organized in a lateral to medial arrangement (Fig. 15b-a0)
and the representation of the distal to proximal pad was

organized in a rostral to caudal arrangement (Fig. 15b-b0, c0).
The foot representation of area 1 was organized as a mirror

image of the adjoining area 3b where the proximal pad rep-

resentation was located. However, the representations of toes

were of course missing, and the cortical territory of the toes

in area 3b appeared to be largely occupied by an expanded

representation of the plantar foot, although little of the rep-

resentation of the preserved part of toe 2 was found on the

medial wall. Receptive fields were within the normal range

of sizes (Fig. 15).

In summary, the cortical representation of the deformed

foot with the missing toes was abnormal in that toe rep-

resentations were missing. As expected, the cortical terri-

tories were activated by an expanded representation of the

plantar foot. Quite unexpectedly, the representation of the

intact foot in the left hemisphere was also abnormal in that

the representations of toes were disorganized compared to

the normal monkey.

Discussion

In the present study, we were able to determine important

aspects of the organization of the somatosensory system of

an adult monkey with a congenital failure of toe develop-

ment on one foot, except for small nubs of toes 2 and 4. Of

course, we thought that the portions of the somatosensory

system that would normally represent inputs from the

missing toes would be included in an expanded plantar

surface of the foot and that the central nervous system

representations of the apparently normal foot would be free

of abnormalities, but our suppositions were not completely

correct. Here we consider these results from spinal cord to

cortex.

When we injected tracers into the PTH and P3 of the

deformed foot and the other normal appearing foot, as well as

in these locations in each foot of a normal control monkey, we

found that the terminations of afferents from these locations in

the dorsal horn of the lumbar spinal cord were spread out along

the length of the spinal cord in an almost continuous manner,

in contrast to the segregated loci observed in the normal

monkey. Thus, the inputs from the pads of the foot with

missing toes spread out to possibly replace missing inputs

from the missing toes (Koerber et al. 1993; Brown and Fuchs

1975). Unexpectedly, these inputs also spread out, although to

a more limited extent, from the other foot with intact toes.

Such a spread of inputs from the foot with missing toes was

expected, as a spread to vacant dorsal horn territories also

occurs in adult monkeys from preserved parts of injured

forelimbs after long-standing amputations for therapeutic

reasons (Florence and Kaas 1995; Wu and Kaas 2002).

However, the spread of inputs in the dorsal horn from the

normal-appearing foot differed from those in a normal control

monkey, and this unexpected spread occurred with inputs

from intact toes although this innervation may have been less

abnormal. The two sides of the spinal cord are known to

communicate through spinal commissural interneurons and

dorsal horn neurons with commissural axons (Petko et al.

2004), and it is possible that these commissural influence

results in more matching pattern at peripheral nerve inputs on

the two sides of the spinal cord.

The other branches of peripheral nerve inputs from the

foot ascend in the dorsal column to the GrN. In a central

zone in this nucleus (pars rotunda), inputs from the dif-

ferent parts of the foot and hindlimb terminate on specific

cell clusters that densely express CO (Qi and Kaas 2006).

These CO-dense clusters of neurons are also revealed by

concentrations of the VGLUT2 in axon terminations as we

show in Fig. 5. CO-dense and VGLUT2-dense features

were seen not only in the GrN of the normal monkey

studied here, but also in both nuclei of the monkey with

missing toes on the left foot (Fig. 5). Thus, there was

nothing remarkably abnormal about either the histology or

the termination patterns of the inputs from the PTH or P3 in

the GrN related to the normal appearing foot or the

deformed foot. The widespread peripheral nerve termina-

tions in the dorsal horn of the lumbar spinal cord were

b Fig. 8 Patterns of axon terminals in GrN differ after B-HRP was

subcutaneously injected into matching locations of the PTH and P3 of

both feet in a normal monkey (MM-N) and a monkey with a deformed

left foot (MM-D). The left GrN is reversed to match the mediolateral

orientation of the right GrN to aid the comparison. The locations of

B-HRP-labeled patches are shown in blue shading overlapping

drawings of the architectural structures revealed by CO- or VGLUT2-

staining. In the MM-N, the B-HRP injections produced patches of

axon terminals in medioventral and laterodorsal locations on the two

sides in a similar pattern along the rostrocaudal series of sections.

However, the same amount and locations of B-HRP injections in the

deformed left foot of monkey MM-D labeled axon terminals with a

greater spread than those in the contralateral GrN that represents the

normal appearing foot. Note that labeled patches in the left GrN

expand medially into the region that normally represents the toes.

L lateral, M medial. Numbers on the left indicate the distances (in

mm) from the obex, with negative values indicating sections caudal to

the obex
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simply not seen in the GrN. However, the patchy foci of

labeled terminals from the deformed foot were more

widely spread in the GrN and appeared to include some of

the normal territory for the missing inputs from the toes.

An altered somatotopic representation in the GrN was also

reported in cats that had one congenitally missing hindfoot

in that the nuclear area normally representing the missing

part of the hindfoot received inputs from the stump

(Schultz et al. 1981). In monkeys with forelimb amputation

as adults, there may be some shrinkage of the CuN, but the

nucleus retains the normal appearance of having dark CO

patches (Florence and Kaas 1995; Wu and Kaas 2002).

Also in these monkeys, there was an expansion of inputs

from the intact shoulder or arm into the parts of the nucleus

that normally represent the hand. In other cases with a

massive loss of dorsal column inputs to CuN of adult

monkeys, inputs from the lower face may terminate in the

CuN (Jain et al. 2000). Thus, the limited spread of plantar

Fig. 9 Locations of tracer injections into electrophysiologically

mapped regions of the foot representation in primary somatosensory

cortex are depicted in a normal macaque monkey (MM-N). a Illus-

trations overlaid on photographs from the dorsal surface of somato-

sensory cortex in the left and right hemispheres depict topographic

maps and the locations of tracer injections. Black symbols mark the

locations of microelectrode penetrations. The representations of toes

are shaded in green and the representations of plantar pads are shaded

in yellow. The gray shading depicts the dorsal part of foot. The

representations of toes from tibial to fibular in area 3b are arranged in

a lateral to medial sequence, with tips of the toes located rostrally and

the plantar pad located caudally. The foot representation in area 1

adjoins the plantar representation in area 3b caudally with a reversed

somatotopy. Neuronal responsiveness was classified into very good

response or good response (vGR or GR), weak to good response or

weak response (WR-GR or WR), very weak response (vWR) and no

response (NR). The estimations of areal borders of areas 3b and 1

(black dashed lines) were made according to the response modalities

and reversed foot representations. Wheat germ agglutinin horseradish

peroxidase (WGA-HRP) was injected into the representations of toes

3 and 4 (blue shading) and cholera toxin B subunit (CTB) was

injected into the representation of plantar pads, mainly PTH (red

shading), in the left area 3b. In the right area 3b, WGA-HRP was

injected into the T3 representation and CTB was injected into the

representations of PTH and PIs. Blue and red dashed lines show the

extents of tracer spread. b, c Photomicrographs of coronal sections

show the WGA-HRP and CTB injection sites in area 3b of left and

right hemispheres. The blue (b) and red (c) shadings on the drawings

of the feet depict the receptive fields of micropipette penetration sites

for WGA-HRP and CTB injections. doT1 dorsal toe 1, L lateral,

M medial, R rostral, T1–T5 toe 1 to toe 5. Scale bar in a is 1 mm; in

b is 1 mm and applies to b, c
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pad inputs in the GrN seen here as a result of a failure of

toe development is something that can also occur in adult

monkeys after a sensory loss.

In our two monkeys, we explored the somatotopic

organization of the VP nuclei by injecting tracers into the

cortical representations of plantar pads and toes to ret-

rogradely label thalamic neurons. For both the nucleus

related to the deformed foot and the nucleus related to

the apparently normal foot, the distributions of labeled

neurons in the ventroposterior nuclei were very similar to

those from the comparable cortical injections in our

control monkey. In all four cerebral hemispheres, the

thalamic distributions of labeled neurons corresponded

closely to the territory representing the foot in the hind-

limb subnucleus of VP, as revealed in previous studies

(Jones and Friedman 1982; Mayner and Kaas 1986;

Mountcastle and Henneman 1952; Nelson and Kaas 1981;

Poggio and Mountcastle 1963; Pubols 1968; Loe et al.

1977). However, the patches of labeled neurons extended

more ventrally in the hindlimb subnucleus for the

deformed foot, suggesting that the ventroposterior terri-

tory for both the missing toes and the plantar pads also

projects to cortex representing the plantar pads. The

ability of the VP to reorganize after a sensory loss to

Fig. 10 Distributions of labeled neurons in the thalamus on the left

and right sides show typical and symmetrical patterns after WGA-

HRP was injected into the toe representations and CTB was injected

into the plantar pad representations in area 3b of both hemispheres of

a normal macaque monkey (MM-N, see injection sites in Fig. 9).

a Photomicrograph of a coronal section shows the locations of CTB-

labeled neurons in the ventroposterior lateral nucleus (VPL) on the

right side. b Dark-field photomicrograph of the adjacent section

shows the locations of WGA-HRP-labeled neurons in the VPL.

Enlarged (higher magnification) views of labeled neurons (insets in

a and b) are shown in a0 and b0. c Photomicrograph of the adjacent

section shows the structural architecture revealed by the CO reaction.

d Superimposing adjacent sections shows the locations of the WGA-

HRP- (blue solid circles) and CTB- (red solid circles) labeled neurons

overlapping the nuclear architecture revealed by CO in the VPL. The

neurons labeled after area 3b injections in parts of the foot

representation are located in the lateral region of VPL. e A

rostrocaudal series of coronal sections shows the WGA-HRP and

CTB labeling. Neurons labeled by WGA-HRP injections in toe

representations of both cortical hemispheres are located in the region

of VPL ventrolateral and rostral to the neurons labeled by CTB

injections in representations of the plantar pads. Asterisks in a, b, and

c label the landmarks across sections. Arrowheads in a0 and b0

indicate labeled neurons. C caudal, VPI ventroposterior inferior

nucleus, VPM ventroposterior medial nucleus, r rostral. Scale bar in

a is 1 mm to a–c and is 50 lm to a0, b0
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reactivate activity-depressed parts of the nucleus with

preserved sensory inputs also occurs in adult monkeys

(Florence et al. 2000; Garraghty and Kaas 1991; Jain

et al. 2008; Jones and Pons 1998). Of course some or all

of this reorganization may be relayed from the reorga-

nized dorsal column nuclei, so it is not clear what

changes, if any, occur at the level of the thalamus. In

consideration of the possibility that the toe representation

of the GrN for the deformed foot was innervated by

inputs from the plantar skin of the foot, we suggest that

projections from the GrN to VPL and then to area 3b all

reflect the altered inputs to the GrN to innervate neurons

normally innervated by the missing toes.

Finally, we also determined the somatotopic organiza-

tions of the foot representation in primary somatosensory

cortex, area 3b, as well as less extensively in areas 3a and 1

in cortex representing the deformed foot, and cortex rep-

resenting the normal foot in the deformed monkey. For

comparison, we used microelectrodes to map the foot

cortex of both cerebral cortex in a normal monkey and

considered previous mapping results from foot cortex in

macaque monkeys (Nelson et al. 1980). The representation

of the foot in each hemisphere in our control monkey was,

as expected, very similar previous reports, with toes rep-

resented anteriorly in area 3b from toe 1 to toe 5 in a

lateromedial sequence, and footpads along the area 1 bor-

der. The organization in area 1 approximated a mirror

reversal of this order. The representation in area 3a was

less apparent, but at least it was in parallel with that of area

3b. In the cortex representing the deformed foot of MM-D,

the foot cortex was fully activated by the intact portions of

the foot so that representations of foot pads extended across

the width of area 3b into cortex normally activated by

stimulating the toes, although small representations of the

remaining nubs of toes 2 and 4 activated small territories in

the foot region of area 3b, as well as in area 1. In addition,

the overall foot representation was somewhat disordered,

such that spatially segregated regions in cortex were

Fig. 11 Tracer injections into electrophysiologically mapped regions

of the foot representation in primary somatosensory cortex are

depicted in a macaque monkey with a deformed left foot (MM-D).

a Illustrations overlaid on photographs from the dorsal surface of

somatosensory cortex in the left and right hemispheres show the

recording sites and locations of tracer injections. In the left area 3b,

the representations of toes from tibial to fibular are generally arranged

in a lateral to medial sequence but the representations of toes 2 and 5

are also identified caudally. In the right area 3b, the representations of

the nubs of toes 2 and 4 are located rostrally and surrounded by the

representations of distal plantar pads. The representations of plantar

pads are located caudally and adjoin the caudal area 1 with a reversed

somatotopy on the two sides. WGA-HRP was injected into the T3

representation in the left area 3b and CTB was injected into the PIs

representation of area 3b on the two sides. b, c Photomicrographs of

coronal sections show the WGA-HRP and CTB injection sites in the

left hemisphere. d Photomicrograph of a coronal section shows the

CTB injection site in the right hemisphere. The blue (b) and red (c,

d) shadings on the drawings of feet depict the receptive fields of

micropipette penetration sites for WGA-HRP and CTB injections.

Scale bar in a is 1 mm; in b is 1 mm and applies to b–d. Other

conventions are the same as in Fig. 9
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activated by touch on toe nubs and plantar foot surfaces. In

cortex reorganized after an extensive sensory loss as adults

in monkey, a similar expansion of the representations of

preserved inputs occurs (e.g. Bowes et al. 2013; Qi et al.

2013), including the activation of hand and arm cortex by

inputs from the face (e.g. Jain et al. 2008; Pons et al. 1991).

In addition, in such reactivated cortex, some disorder

occurred in that separate regions of cortex sometimes

represented the same body part, and the normal somato-

topic order was not preserved. This could be explained by

the sprouting and growth of new connections at one or

more levels of the somatosensory system, mixing in

regions of reactivated cortex with regions normally

responsive to preserved inputs.

The major puzzling finding was the abnormal somatot-

opy of the representation of the normal appearing foot in

somatosensory cortex of the deformed monkey MM-D. As

the toes were present on the right foot of this monkey, the

toes were represented in contralateral area 3b as would be

expected (Fig. 14), but not in the normal orderly manner

we predicted (Fig. 13). Instead, individual toes were rep-

resented several times in abnormal locations, above and

beyond the normal lateromedial sequence for toes 3–5. The

expected large territory for toe 1 on the dorsal surface was

largely occupied by representations of plantar pads. We

find it difficult to explain this abnormal cortical organiza-

tion, especially in view of the nearly normal somatotopy of

inputs from the normal appearing foot at the level of the

GrN and VPL. However, at the cortical level, there would

be direct interaction between the foot representations in

areas 3b of each hemisphere via the corpus callosum.

Although these connections would be sparse in adult

monkeys (Killackey et al. 1983), they would be much more

dense in prenatal and newborn monkeys (Beck and Kaas

1994; Chalupa and Killackey 1989; Killackey and Chalupa

1986). In addition, there are feedback connections from

areas 1 and 2, which contain more dense callosal connec-

tions, to area 3b to provide another source of interhemi-

spheric interactions (Pons and Kaas 1986). Potentially, the

conflicting patterns of callosal and thalamic inputs could

result in abnormal cortical organization in the representa-

tion of the normal-appearing foot. In mature macaque

monkeys, sensory loss that alters cortical organization in

one cerebral hemisphere also results in changes in the other

cerebral hemisphere (Calford and Tweedale 1990). In

addition, neurons in area 3b of monkeys have receptive

fields on the contralateral hand that are partly suppressed

by stimuli to the ipsilateral hand (Reed et al. 2011), dem-

onstrating interhemispheric interactions in area 3b. Other

possibilities include disrupted molecular guidance factors

(Gierer and Muller 1995; Sperry 1963) and altered use-

dependent plasticity (Buonomano and Merzenich 1998;

Jones 2000).

Fig. 12 Drawings from a rostrocaudal series of coronal sections

show the asymmetric distributions of labeled neurons in the thalamus

after WGA-HRP was injected into the T3 representation in the left

area 3b and CTB was injected into the plantar pad representations in

area 3b of both hemispheres of the monkey MM-D (see injection sites

in Fig. 11). Locations of the label were reconstructed by superim-

posing the WGA-HRP and CTB processed sections and the adjacent

VGLUT2 sections. In the left VPL, the WGA-HRP-labeled neurons

(blue solid circles) are located rostral and ventral to the CTB-

labeled neurons (red solid circles). The CTB-labeled neurons in the

right VPL are in the approximately matching locations but expand

to more ventral locations (see sec 182). Other conventions as in

Fig. 10
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Fig. 13 Cortical somatotopy and receptive fields show typical foot

organization in a normal macaque monkey (MM-N). a Color-coded

pseudo-3D view of a somatotopic map illustrating the foot represen-

tation in the left hemisphere. The representations of toes 1–5 are

designated in shades of blue from dark to light and the representations

of plantar pad are shown in shades of yellow. The representations of

the toe webs are shaded in green and the body representations

proximal to the foot, including the ankle, leg, knee, and thigh, are

shaded in gray. The representations of the dorsal, hairy parts are

shown with shading that overlays the color representing the given

body part. In the area 3b, the foot representation is in a somatotopic

manner in that representations of glabrous toes 1–5 are arranged in a

lateral to medial sequence on the dorsal surface and deep into the

medial wall in area 3b. The representations of plantar pads are caudal

to the representations of toes and adjoin the area 1 with a reversed

plantar representation. b Examples of shifts of receptive fields along

the lateromedial (a0) and rostrocaudal (b0) directions. Scale bar in a is

500 lm. Other conventions are the same as in Fig. 9
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Fig. 14 Cortical somatotopy and receptive fields show abnormal foot

organization in the left hemisphere representing the normal appearing

right foot of a macaque monkey with a deformed left foot (MM-D). a
Color-coded pseudo-3D view of a somatotopic map illustrates the

right foot representation in the left hemisphere. The representations of

toes and plantar pads on the dorsal surface are in a roughly

somatotopic organization with the plantar representations in area 3b

are caudal to the toe representations and adjoin area 1 with a reversed

plantar representation. In the medial wall of area 3b, the represen-

tations of dorsal parts of toes and plantar pads are intermingled

disorderly. b Examples of shifts of receptive fields along the

lateromedial (a0) and rostrocaudal (b0) directions. Scale bar in a is

500 lm. Other conventions are the same as in Fig. 13
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Fig. 15 Cortical somatotopy and receptive fields show abnormal foot

organization in the right hemisphere representing the deformed left

foot of a macaque monkey (MM-D). a Color-coded pseudo-3D view

of a somatotopic map illustrates the representation of the deformed

left foot in the right hemisphere. The representations of the nubs of

toes 2 and 4 are located in the rostral locations of area 3b, neighbored

by distal plantar representations. The representations of the plantar

pads greatly expand in the foot representations of area 3b. The

representations of plantar pads from tibial to fibular are arranged

approximately in lateromedial sequence, and distal to proximal

plantar pads are approximately arranged in a rostrocaudal sequence.

The representations of the foot in the caudal area 1 show a reversed

map. b Examples of shifts of receptive fields along the lateromedial

(a0) and rostrocaudal (b0, c0) directions. Scale bar in a is 500 lm.

Other conventions are the same as in Fig. 13
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Relationship to humans with limb malformations

Our results from a single monkey with congenital toe

development failure on one foot provides evidence that the

cortical representation of that foot was abnormal in that the

preserved inputs from the plantar surface of that foot had

expanded to occupy the territory normally activated by the

missing toes, producing some disorganization. Abnormal-

ities in the VP and GrN were less marked, but likely

present. The peripheral nerve inputs from the plantar foot

to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord were clearly abnormal

as they spread to the presumptive territories of the toes.

Surprisingly, there was also a spread of inputs to the dorsal

horn of the spinal cord from the plantar foot of the normal-

appearing foot, even though the inputs from the intact toes

were likely present. The many studies of the somatosensory

system in monkeys after various types of sensory loss as

adults indicate that the growth of new connections to

replace missing or deactivated connections is typical

(Darian-Smith 2004; Darian-Smith and Gilbert 1994; Jain

et al. 2000; Hickmott and Steen 2005), including the acti-

vation of hand cortex, and even the hand portion of the

CuN and VP after the extensive loss of hand and arm

sensory inputs by inputs from parts of the lower face

(Florence et al. 2000; Jain et al. 1997; Pons et al. 1991).

Thus, the changes in the somatosensory system reported

here for the loss of a sensory input due to abnormal

development are somewhat similar to those that have been

reported after sensory loss in adult monkeys, and the

common mechanism in the replacement of missing inputs

is by the sprouting and growth of new connections and

other potentiation of preserved sensory inputs (Qi et al.

2014a; Darian-Smith and Ciferri 2006; Bowes et al. 2012).

In cases of extensive sensory loss in adult humans,

there is extensive evidence that the somatosensory system

reorganizes much as it does in monkeys. Using EEG and

fMRI imaging methods in humans after upper limb

amputations, there is evidence that the activation of the

cortical territory for the lower face expands into lower

territory of the hand, much as in monkeys, although this

does not always seem to occur (Elbert et al. 1997; Flor

et al. 1995). However, it has been difficult to obtain more

detailed descriptions of the nature of cortical reorganiza-

tion after major loss of sensory input with these imaging

methods, and it has not been possible to demonstrate

alterations in the organization of the somatosensory sys-

tem at subcortical levels. There have also been studies of

cortical organization in humans with congenital malfor-

mation of the hand and arm, but these studies are similarly

limited by the resolution of the non-invasive imaging

methods. In adults with the failure of the upper limb to

fully develop, such imaging methods failed to demonstrate

that the representation of the lower face expanded into the

territory of the hand in the somatosensory cortex (Flor

et al. 1998; Montoya et al. 1998), but these results do not

mean that this cortex was not responsive to some other

preserved inputs, perhaps from the shoulder, neck or

trunk. Other individuals with failure of the hand or fingers

to fully develop due to prenatal thalidomide exposure

appeared to have reduced presentation of the hand by

preserved parts of the hand (Stoeckel et al. 2005a),

implying that parts of the territory of the hand represen-

tation in cortex were activated by inputs from other parts

of the body. When ulnar fingers were present, the ulnar

finger representations in the cortex were close to the face

region (Stoeckel et al. 2005b), providing further evidence

for cortical reorganization within the hand representation.

Clearly, more research is needed, as we do not know what

findings will be variable or consistent in monkeys or

humans with congenital limb malformations, or if changes

in somatosensory system organization will relate only to

the deformed limb or both limbs.
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